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LCN - Service trolley

Trolley available in black, white, silver and fuchsia 
Other colours on request for minimum quantities

The LC wheeled service trolley, practical accessory for any make-up and 
aesthetic treatment  station, is the ideal and coordinated complement of 
L200 ed L400 stations.
Even the LC trolley made of dried and lacquered beech wood, 100% 
Italian craftsmanship.

◆ Convenient: to get the working tools in order and ready to share
with colleagues

◆ Agile: on 4 pivoting wheels, it can be moved with a finge

◆ Large: 2 shelves with removable and washable thermoformed
containers. Removable partitions.

It can be combined with wheeled stations and chairs by Cantoni’s line.

Technical Details



LINE OF WHEELED MAKE-UP STATIONS WITH LIGHTS

The mobile make-up stations by Cantoni, L200 and L400 stations are designed to dynamically manage the areas dedicated to make-up 
and hair styling. Designed to meet the needs of make-up schools, they are an optimal solution also for decorating in an elegant way, 
professional and convenient way, a beauty corner in any kind of point of sale.

Hand crafted by skilled Italian carpenters, they are made of dried beech and hand lacquered with non-toxic paints. In addition to the 
standard black, with minimum quantities, it is possible to order wheeled workstations in other colours.

I-Light dimmer, the exclusive lighting system for the make-up patented by Cantoni, it is fitted as standard on these mobile stations.. 

L200 AND L400 LINES

LARGE TILTING MIRROR
adjustable in height with 6 I-LIGHT 
LIGHTING points by CANTONI

FOUR STURDY WHEELS
Pivoting with brake 

BRUSH-HOLDING GLASS
removable and washable 

PROJECTS HOLDING STAND
Removable made of aluminium
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All products by Cantoni are made in Italy with carefully selected materials.
Each product is the result of a careful study to ensure the best balance between aesthetics and technology. 
The authenticity of each piece by Cantoni is ensured by our trademark.

We are always available to respond to every request and question about products. 
Our technical department is then available for custom projects
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